function, g, is X2 L Z summable. Furthermore, this can be done so that c c a(N) x u(y).
The functional calculus is essentially the same as that introduced in Carey and Pincus [2] , but is now for three self-adjoint operators.
The depth of this theorem lies in the fact that the condition [N, Y] E C, is enough to imply the rectifiability of Z. (No assumptions need be made about the spectrum of the normal operator N.) For our Toeplitz application simplifications occur since N is the position operator on L 2(r, w); a(N) = r; and Z is a subset of the "cylinder" r X R. The principal current is quite simple and just integrates two-forms with respect to surface measure and the natural orienting vector field of the cylinder (the outer piece TO x R has inner normal orientation) with a weight given by the principal function g.
The current does not depend upon the choice of the base point < in the harmonic measure, and the principal function is explicitly calculated. It is an equivalence class of functions with a version given by: For (7, v) E o(N) x R we have g(7, v> = 1 for 1 < v < q(7), g(7, v) = -1 for q(7) < v < 1, g(7, v> = 0 all other cases.
For real rp in L"O(T, w) we show in Section III that the essential discontinuity set of the principal function on r x R gives the joint essential spectrum of {M,, TV @ 1 }.
This result is closely related to the following general index result of Carey and Pincus [ 1 ] which is stated here to orient the reader. THEOREM B. Suppose that the spectral multiplicity functions for the absolutely continuous parts of x, , x2, and Y are all Lebesgue summable. Then [G] is a normal current, and g is integer valued. The natural decomposition of the principal current [G] into pieces supported on Ti x R corresponds to a decomposition of the C*-algebra 2qT,OUM,}.
By the Caratheodory version of the Riemann mapping theorem, there is a homeomorphism Iii from the unit disk d onto DiUTi which gives a conformal equivalence between A and Di.
If v, E L"(T, w) we can define vi = q 0 rri in L"O(aA, p) with p being normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle.
B. Abrahamse proved the following result in his 1971 thesis [3] . THEOREM. Let I"(HF) be the C*-algebra generated by {T,: q E Lm(r, co)}. Let F(Hi) be the C*-algebra of operators on Hi generated by (T,: (oE L'(aA,,u)}.
There is a *-isometric isomorphism between the commutative quotient algebra g(Hi)/Kr and @YE, g(HA,)IKDi which takes the coset [T,] = T, + compacts to the sum of the cosets [ TVi] = T,, + compacts.
But we need a stronger result. Let Ai be the subalgebra of C(T) consisting of analytic functions on Di with continuous extension to Ti. Let xi be the characteristic function of Ti. Define Hf to be the L2(T, o) closure of xiAi.
Let Qi be the orthogonal projection Qi: L2(r, w) -+ Hf and let Ji : Hf + L'(T, o) be the injection operator. Define Pi in i"(L2(T, co)) to be Ji Qi . Define Tk = P,M, Pi.
We will prove the following fact. This estimate leads to an immediate decomposition of the principal current [G] into a sum of currents [Gil with disjoint supports corresponding to cylinders erected on the bases Ti, and gives the spectral multiplicity of T,,,,. It is also the starting point for our investigation of unbounded symmetric Toeplitz operators with symbols o in L'(T, w). For such operators we extend in Section IV the results about symmetric Toeplitz operators in [4, 51 to the multiply connected situation, and we compute deficiency indices.
In Section V we give a sufficient condition, from the doctoral dissertation of the second author, for T,, v, E La(I', w) to have purely absolutely continuous spectrum.
We do not explicitly discuss algebras of singular integral operators in this paper. But, because we show in Section II.1 that the self-adjoint projector of H*(r, o) and the Cauchy projector differ by a trace class operator, our results obviously imply index results and trace formula-as in Theorems A, B-for the class of singular integral operators produced by replacing the selfadjoint projector P by 9, the Cauchy projector.
We will assume some standard information. It is well known that there is an isometric isomorphism f-f * from H'(D) onto H*(aD) such that, for ZED, Furthermore it is known that harmonic measure transforms by composition under a conformal map. We also need the classical relationship between harmonic measure, arc length on 30, and the Green's function Y' of D with pole at c; namely Jdzl = 27r(Z5Y/&z-' &U(Z). Here n is the interior normal to D. It is known that LX?/& > 0 on ~30; and if aD consists of analytic curves, then Y is harmonic in a neighborhood of BD.
We will not need quite so much smoothness. Any condition on aD which guarantees that (Z/an)-' is twice continuous differentiable will suffice for all the theorems in this paper.
We remark, in this connection that D could always be mapped conformally onto a domain D' bounded by closed analytic curves, and we could-if we wished-then consider the induced current map [G] + [G'] corresponding to the (unitarily equivalent) Toeplitz operator on H2(D') and the multiplication by position operator M, on L2(P, 0').
We also record here an additional decomposition which will be used in Sections III and IV.
If N denotes the space of finite regular Bore1 measures on r which annihilate A +A, then it is known [3] that each measure in N is absolutely continuous with respect to o and the dimension of N is n.
If A, is the subspace of A consisting of those functions whose analytic extensions into D vanish at [, and if Hi(r) is the L*(w) closure of A, then we have what we will call the "standard" decomposition It is also known that there exists a function D analytic and locally univalent in IwI < 1 whose range is D and which is invariant under a group G of linear fractional maps of the disk onto itself and is such that n(O) = [, 52'(O) > 0. The pair (I w I < 1, J2) is called the universal covering surface of D and G is the group of automorphisms of 8.
The map f(z) -fGW) is an isometric isomorphism of H'(D) onto the subspace of HZ invariant under G. We denote this space by Ha. We will refer to this map as the "canonical" unitary transformation. Under this canonical map, we have where N consists of bounded functions with noninvariant conjugate harmonic extensions, and Hi,0 = {u E Hi u(O) = 0).
If P, is the orthogonal projection from L* to N we will have P,x=P,(l -P,)x for xEL~, and because Hi c H*, HL,, c i?i we will have
where F is the orthogonal projection from L2(S1) onto HZ There is a natural projection from L*(T) onto H*(r), i.e., the Cauchy projection .P. For any u E L*(r, w), consider the Cauchy projection, (.9(u)(C) = &P . V. 5, 2 dt + + u(C).
For different harmonic measures, the inner product and the norm of L*(r) may be different, but as a set L*(T) does not depend on the harmonic measure. It is difficult to give an explicit form for the orthogonal projection P from L*(I', o) to H*(r). But the following result suggest that P "looks like" 9. For simplicity assume now that r consists of analytic curves. THEOREM 11.1. P -9 is a trace class operator. Furthermore, there exists a constant L which only depends on the contour P such that for any a, E L"O(I', w), M,(P -9) and (P -%P) M, are trace class operators and
Proof
It is easy to see P and .9 satisfy the following relations:
.PP = P, P.9 = 9, P=PY", .y* = p*p s .
M,(P-9)=M,(P-9*)+M,(9*-P)
We require two elementary facts. Since Xj(r, A) E L"(T x r), we have Obviously, K; is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Hence KjM, E C, and LEMMA 11.3. .P* -.P can be represented as an integral operator with C" kernel on r x IY Proof: Since harmonic measure is equivalent to the arc length measure, the principal value integral is a bounded operator on L*(T, W) and we denote this operator by PV. As linear operators the principal value integral and the Cauchy projection are related by the formula .P=$+PV, 9" =+z+ PV".
Therefore, 9 -.P* = PV -PV *. Hence it suffices to show that PV -PV* is an integral operator with C" kernel. 
Since dM(7)/do = s(7) for s(7) = 2n(8p/L?t). Note that s is C" on r. Set Similarly, if u E C", {/IQ,* ullco} is bounded and therefore, 
Hence IIQnuII, is bounded by the supremum norm of u and u', where by U' we mean the tangential derivative. By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we conclude that for any u E Coo(r) and u E L*(r, 0). On the other hand, by the parametrization aj, we have
where /l,(z) = ail(t), if t = aj(t). Let /3(r) = pj(r), where r E l-j. We will redefine the function
on the diagonal so that it is a C" function on r x IY Then for U, v E C",
Since C" is dense in L'(I', w), the above equation holds for any u, v E L*(I', o) and therefore K(r, A) is the kernel of PV -PV*. For r # A,
The first term can be naturally extended to the diagonal since s is smooth. Now, fix A E rj and let ai = A and aj(f) = t. By definition, P(r) = a;(t) and /?(A) = a;(s). C onsider the Taylor expansion of aj:
(1) ai = aj(s) + aj'(s)(t -s) + iaj(s)(t -s)' + p(f, s)(t -s)3, (2) aj(s) = ai + ai(t)(s -t) + $a/(t)(s -t)' + ~(t, s)(s -t)3, where p,, I,YEC"O and q(t,s), v(t,s)+O as It--sl+O.
BY (11,
By the identity
where q~, E C". Hence
By (2), we can similarly derive
From (3), (4), it follows that with some @ E C". So if K(r, A) is defined to be aj(t) = t, on the diagonal, then K E Cm(r X r). This completes the proof.
The Decomposition Theorem
Suppose that K(7> z, = I K,(7, t> K*(t, z> do(t) + t h (7) 
Construction of the Principal Current
The proof of Theorem A in [ 1 ] is a direct construction in terms of symbols, together with certain estimates which connect rectifiability and the trace hypothesis. The simplicity of the present geometry makes the estimates unnecessary, and for convenience, we will outline the construction as given in [l] .
The We form a direct integral diagonalizing space for IV,,
where ,D is a spectral measure for X. Since [M,, MY] = 0, we can set (Yf)(n) = Y(n)f(A), wheref(2) E HA and fE H.
If T is any operator with [A, T] in C,(H), it was proved in [2] that the strong limits S + (A ; T) = s-lim eita Te-lfA P,,(A) exist, that ,!?+(A, TS) = S, (A; 7) S, (A; S), and that the kernels of these symbols contain the compact operators.
Since the operators ,S,(X,A) are in the commutant of X, these operators can be decomposed in the direct integral representation of X, as above. Thus, we may write (S, (X, A)f)(A) = S, (X; A)(l)f(n), where S, (X; A)(A) are bounded operators on the spaces HA of the direct integral representation above.
Since [S,(X,A), Y] = 0, we can also conclude that S,(X, A)(A) commutes with Y(i). Now let c@) denote an eigenvalue of Y(A), with FA,a(Aj denoting the projector to the corresponding eigenspace in HA. This eigenspace is invariant under the actions of the symbols S, (X, A)(J).
It was proved in earlier work of Carey-Pincus that S+(X; A)(1) -S-(X; A)(1) is in C,(H,). Thus, as observed in [lo], there exists a phase shift for the perturbation problem for almost all L. We will denote this function by r (3L, a(1), .) .
In exactly the same way, we can decompose the Hilbert space into a direct diagonalizing integral for fi namely H = joey) @ K, dv([). Then X = 
The idea is simply that this rather complicated expression has a canonical meaning, and this is what is shown in general in [ 11. Here it is easily seen that a(A) and p(c) g ive a local parameterization of the boundary curves.
We decompose r into a disjoint union of curves A, U A, U ..e U A, such that both coordinate functions x and y are one to one on each Aj. Then we let xj = xlAj, yj = ylAj and it can easily be seen that /c-
We take counterclockwise orientation for r, and denote the positive tangential derivative on r by a/at. Let This is really the only new fact beyond [ 11 that we need for the explicit calculation here. We can see the essentials most easily by simply doing the calculation on the unit circle, and we will imagine now that we have this simpler situation.
We could have certainly reduced the calculation to the case where r consists of a single contour, for
Then we could take the Riemann mapping ~7, of the unit disk to the exterior (interior) of rkr and note that a unitary map from L2 (r,, o irk) to L, (S ' ) is induced by rrk. We break up the unit circle into a disjoint union of curves on which the position functions x and y give homeomorphisms to real intervals, and we can take A in one of these intervals and there is a unique r on the unit circle such that r = x(1). Then define a&) = y(r). This gives a local parameterization of the circle (or of r,) in the form A + iak(lz), and a&) is an eigenvalue for M,(A) (the representation of the Y operator in the direct integral space for X). Now let S, be the real part of the bilateral shift, S. We form the symbols corresponding to a symbol perturbation problem on the unit disk: S _ (S, ; Ti @ I)+ S+(S,; Ti @ l), and we calculate the corresponding phase shift by a map to the interval [O, 2~1. Take, on S', the circle, v(t) = arg(t), and let M,, denote the multiplication operator on L '(S') obtained by multiplying by v. Then S*(M,; Tk,) = slim S"'TiS-"' I?+03
Thus, if e,(r) = r' on S' we have for m large enough that SPme, E Hz'. Thus S"(T", @ 1) S" e, = S" e,-,, and S+(M,; T", @ 1) = 1. On the other hand if we take #k=CCjkej, and we note that (Tit l)e,P,=TiS-mel for sufficiently large m < 0, we must have ,!_ (M, ; T", @ 1) = Mmk, multiplication by q5k. Now, if u E C'(O,2n), we have that M, oy has absolutely continuous spectrum, and we can use the invariance principle to get S,(M, TV ; Tt @ 1)= S,(M,; T", @ l)EA+ + S&M,; T", 0 l)E,-, where E,+ are the spectral projections of the multiplication operator M, corresponding to the sets A +(-) = {A: u'(A) > (<) 0).
We think of A, as carrying the orientation produced by the Riemann map from S', and think of x on A, as arising from a composite map from the circle.
Since the perturbation problems of the symbols are one dimensional, we see at once that and dM is arc length measure. This completes our calculation of the principal current. The reader should be aware that we could have calculated the density of the principal current in a simpler way. Existence has previously been established, and the actual calculation of the principal function g on the cylinder can be accomplished in terms of commutative structure (i.e., in terms of a local parameter-which could even be taken globally in the present simple geometry) using the transformation properties of principal currents established in [ 11. Thus, we could consider an operator function of the two generators whose symbol gives a map from the "spectrum" on the cylinder to the complex plane, and relate the principal function on the cylinder to the ordinary index of this operator.
III. THE JOINT ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM
THEOREM III. 1. The joint essential spectrum of (M,, T, @ 1) is the set of essential discontinuities of the principal function of this pair.
Here, we speak of the set of points on the cylinder, where the principal function is not approximately continuous relative to surface measure on the cylinder.
This theorem is of some interest because we study a joint essential spectrum for a pair of operators with a high rank commutator. Nevertheless, the calculation is reduced to the calculation of the joint essential spectra of II + 1 unitary pairs having one dimensional range commutators. For such pairs the joint essential spectrum has been found (6) V is constructed in the following way: There is an outer function fE Hi for which If I2 = dv/dp a.e. The map x + fx from L'(v) to L '@) is an isometry and, because fAd is dense in Hi, is unitary on H2(v). We define Vx =fx for x E L*(v). Now let Ai be the subalgebra of C(T) composed of functions analytic in Di which extend continuously to Di These spaces are easily computed by results in Pincus [5] and Carey and Pincus [6] . According to these references, the joint essential spectrum xi of Icy", (Tqi -ol(TQi -1) 0 I}, where 9 is the bilateral shift on L2(S1) and Im I# 0, is the essential discontinuity set of Y(r, a), the characteristic function of the positive arc on S' x S' from 1 to (pi(r) -o/(rpi(t) -I). Since (Tqi--I)/(Tqi-I) 0 1 is a function of T,(, we see that the joint essential spectrum ~$9, Tvi@ 1) of the pair (9, Tvi 0 1) is ((7, I) E S' x R: (7, Therefore all the singularities of (g(A) x, y) off the real axis are removable. In other words, the weak limit (2) actually exists for any A E C\R. By Naimark's extension theorem, there exists a Hilbert space fi 3 Hi and a self-adjoint (possibly unbounded) operator a on fi such that g(A) is the compression of (A -1) ' to Ha. Let P be the orthogonal projection from fi to Hi, then we can define the deficiency operator as in [4; Hence FA is symmetric if it is independent of A.
Let x = (a -A)-'ui E $, then it is easy to see that 0:' = (a -A') (A -l)-'u~ = (2 -,I') x. Hence =(n-n')x+n'x++n,++(aq~)+ l)v;
Since fA is independent of 1, let us drop the subscript 1 and simply denote it by i? This symmetric operator f is, in some sense, the generalized limit of ( fO,,}. Such limits were introduced in [4] . Recall that @ 2 GO and we can calculate explicitly how F acts on go. Deficiency is produced by points on S' at which the oscillation of the phase shift is of magnitude one.
It is now easy for us to recognize points f on r where deficiency is produced. Finite deficiency indices are produced if there are a finite number of points fi such that where 6,(r) = (l/z) arg((o(t) -r) is defined to have values in [0, 1 ] and r+(ri) (r-(ii)) is a positive (negative) arc in r emanating from fi. Thus, deficiency is produced by the "same" geometry on r X R that produced deficiency on S' x R.
IV.3. Self-adjoint Dilations
The spectral multiplicity of the self-adjoint dilation of a symmetric Toeplitz operator on H*(S') is easily obtained from the results in [5] .
For rp E L*(S'), there is a Hilbert space HI H*(S') and self-adjoint operator A on H such that w-lim (Tq. -n)-'=P,,,2(,&4 -wllHqSl)~ n+m where PH,HZ is the orthogonal projection from H onto H*(S ').
For nonreal L E 6, 1 + (2 -L)(A -A)-' is the minimal unitary dilation of R(A)-so that the dilation space H is the least reducing space of (A -A)-' containing H*(S ').
A has purely absolutely continuous spectrum, for This is H.
Breaking the "splitting kernel" of A defined by into a bilinear sum as in [7 or 81 then gives us a version of the spectral multiplicity function of A. ' THEOREM IV.6. m(l) the van-Neumann spectral multiplicity function of A is equal to n if {r E S' Iv(z) < c} is (essentially) n but not n -1 arcs; 0 if this set is empty or is all of S'; and co if this set is not empty and is not a finite union of arcs. This result is easily recast into its proper geometric form, i.e., we intersect the cylinder TX 9 with a plane parallel to the base r and at height v E u,,(A,) and count the number of arcs which compose the intersection with the support of the principal function for the pair {M, , T, @ 0). Now we verify that T, is really a Toeplitz operator. Let LB0 = {u: u E P(r), fpu E L2(r)}, Hence u = lim,,, (T,,--13)-'P(a,-,l)uE% and
Hence T, is really defined as a Toeplitz operator on Gw.
IV.4 The Automorphism Group and Point Spectrum
Let q E L 2(1', w) be a real function and let li/ = a, 0 Q E L '(S'). Then the symbol w produces a symmetric operator d on Hz. On the other hand, the bounded Toeplitz operators TV, on Hz@') also produce a symmetric operator T on H*(r). By the canonical unitary transformation, T is unitarily equivalent to a symmetric operator p on Hi. Let the domains of p and a be DC and 8, respectively. Then we claim that and Z+ = (a -PP,M,)I DC.
In fact, for any n, as we have already seen For any x=C;=, is the resolvent of a self-adjoint operator. By the inversion formula, that selfadjoint operator must be
It is already known that
for u, u E H2G. Hence we have proved THEOREM IV.8. The self-adjoint extension AC is the restriction of Yap -K to the span
Since the spectrum of ~2 is absolutely continuous, each eigenvalue of AC has multiplicity at most n.
We therefore also have THEOREM IV.9.
Let rp E L'(T, w) be a real function, then the symmetric operator T produced by R(A) = w-lim,,, (T," -,I-' has multiplicity at most n at each point of its point spectrum.
Proof. T is symmetric, so each eigenvalue of T is real. Therefore, the point spectrum of T is included in the point spectrum of A, the self-adjoint extension of T and the eigenvectors are the same.
We also get the following results.
THEOREM IV. 10. No self-adjoint Toeplitz operators have purely singular continuous spectrum.
Proof
If T, has pure singular spectrum, the results above imply that the absolutely continuous part of T, is empty. Hence a, is a constant on each ri. Thus the essential spectrum of T, consists of at most n points. Therefore T, does not have singular continuous spectrum. This theorem shows that if 1 is an eigenvalue of T,, then its multiplicity is not greater than n, the number of holes.
V. A CONDITION FOR ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY
If a real v, E L2(S') takes on semi-bounded values, then the results in [4] show at once that the corresponding Toeplitz operator T, on HZ has deficiency indices (0,O). For the oscillation of the phase shift 6,(eie) = (l/n) arg(rp(eie) -Z) ' b is ounded away from one. Here, we will argue differently, and we will show that H"O(T) is a core for a Toeplitz operator with positive symbol on H2(r, 0). Then we will employ familiar results of Putnam [9] to establish the following result from the thesis of the second author.
THEOREM V.l. Let v/ = x + iy E H2(T, o) be such that x E L "O(r, CO) and y is semi-bounded, then the spectrum of TX is purely absolutely continuous. is a core for pV @ 0, Ha(T) @ H'(r)l is a core for T, @ 0 and therefore Ha(T) is a core for T,. Let x E Lm(T) n N' be a real function such that the conjugate of the harmonic extension of x is positive. In other words, 3 real y E Lm(T, w) such that y/=x+iyEH*(l-) with y > 0. contains the least subspace that is reducing for both TX and (T, t 1)-t and that contains range D. Denote this subspace by K. We now prove that K = H2(I').
Let L = H'(T) 0 K, then L is invariant for TX and (T, t 1))'. Let u EL, then ( 
